Name: __________________________________

Home School Partners – 1B: Classic Literature, Week 3: Quiz 1 (Weeks
Weeks 1-2
1 2 Readings)
Readings
Choose the letter that best answers each question below, and write it in the blank to the left:
____

1.

Soapy’s main concern in “The Cop and the Anthem” is to get a ___.
(A) jail term (B) new coat (C) drink (D) meal (E) big hunk of lint out of his dirty ol’ bellybutton

____

2.

The “anthem” referred to in the story’s title refers to an anthem that ___.
(A) distracts a policeman (B) gets Soapy depressed (C) keeps Soapy out of jail

(D) inspires Soapy

____

3.

In “The Cop and the Anthem,” the literary term for what happens to Soapy is ___.
(A) irony (B) symbolism (C) paradox (D) theme

____

4.

In “A Scandal in Bohemia,” Watson calls Irene Adler “grit in a sensitive instrument”; the “instrument” is ___.
(A) a secret picture (B) Holmes’s mind (C) the king’s personality (D) Irene Adler’s character

____

5.

What type of crime sets into motion the plot of “A Scandal in Bohemia”?
(A) murder (B) bribery (C) robbery (D) blackmail

____

6.

How does Holmes recover the “scandalous” photograph from Irene Adler?
(A) He doesn’t. (B) He uses burglars. (C) He takes it from a hidden compartment.

(D) none of these

____

7.

Which of the following immoral solutions is the only one Holmes does not suggest to the king?
(A) lying about knowing Adler (B) stealing the photo (C) threatening harm (D) accusing her of forgery

____

8.

What is Irene Adler’s motive for threatening to publish the photograph of herself with the king?
(A) revenge against the king (B) to embarrass Holmes (C) money (D) love for her new husband

____

9.

In “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,” the old man’s storytelling style is ___.
(A) short on details (B) thrilling (C) long-winded (D) extremely accurate

____

10. In writing “Celebrated Jumping Frog,” Mark Twain uses ___ in the speech of characters.
(A) broken-up sentences (B) mispronounced words (C) slangy English (D) all of these

____

11. When the storyteller is interrupted and before he returns to begin another story, the narrator decides to ___.
(A) listen more carefully next time (B) escape (C) get comfortable (D) write the story down

____

12. To “The Thinking Machine,” what is the most important element of solving difficult problems?
(A) clues (B) patience (C) mathematics (D) logic

____

13. The personality of The Thinking Machine is best described as ___.
(A) irritable (B) generous (C) patient (D) wicked

____

14. How long does The Thinking Machine have to escape from Cell 13?
(A) one day (B) one week (C) 10 days (D) one month

____

15. The note written in code, the bribery attempts, and the sawing of the bars are all attempts by TTM to ___.
(A) harass guards (B) mock the warden (C) get the guards’ help (D) divert attention from his real escape

____

16. In “Marjorie Daw,” the letters exchanged by the two men start out ___, then get ___.
(A) irritable, friendly (B) relaxed, rushed (C) playful, depressing (D) shorter, longer

____

17. In “The Speckled Band,” when Mrs. Stoner first visits Holmes, all the below choices describe her except ___.
(A) prematurely gray hair (B) nonstop coughing (C) shivering (D) being dressed in black

____
____

18. Which two items does Holmes tell Watson to take along to their visit to the scene of the crime? (Choose two.)
(A) a fireplace poker (B) a revolver (C) a box of matches (D) a toothbrush (E) nose-hair clippers

____

19. Holmes is suspicious of the bell rope in Helen Stoner’s room because ___.
(A) it seems new (B) it doesn’t work (C) the sisters never really needed one

____
____

(D) all of these

20. Holmes notes that a doctor can be a dangerous criminal, because he has ___. (Choose two.)
(A) nerve (B) money (C) knowledge (D) anger

BONUS (+5):

In “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,” why does “Andrew Jackson” lose a fight?

Name: __________________________________

Home School Partners – 1B: Classic Literature, Week 3: Quiz 1 (Weeks
Weeks 1-2
1 2 Readings)
Readings
Choose the letter that best answers each question below, and write it in the blank to the left:
A

1.

Soapy’s main concern in “The Cop and the Anthem” is to get a ___.
(A) jail term (B) new coat (C) drink (D) meal (E) big hunk of lint out of his dirty ol’ bellybutton

D

2.

The “anthem” referred to in the story’s title refers to an anthem that ___.
(A) distracts a policeman (B) gets Soapy depressed (C) keeps Soapy out of jail

(D) inspires Soapy

A

3.

In “The Cop and the Anthem,” the literary term for what happens to Soapy is ___.
(A) irony (B) symbolism (C) paradox (D) theme

B

4.

In “A Scandal in Bohemia,” Watson calls Irene Adler “grit in a sensitive instrument”; the “instrument” is ___.
(A) a secret picture (B) Holmes’s mind (C) the king’s personality (D) Irene Adler’s character

D

5.

What type of crime sets into motion the plot of “A Scandal in Bohemia”?
(A) murder (B) bribery (C) robbery (D) blackmail

A

6.

How does Holmes recover the “scandalous” photograph from Irene Adler?
(A) He doesn’t. (B) He uses burglars. (C) He takes it from a hidden compartment.

(D) none of these

C

7.

Which of the following immoral solutions is the only one Holmes does not suggest to the king?
(A) lying about knowing Adler (B) stealing the photo (C) threatening harm (D) accusing her of forgery

A

8.

What is Irene Adler’s motive for threatening to publish the photograph of herself with the king?
(A) revenge against the king (B) to embarrass Holmes (C) money (D) love for her new husband

C

9.

In “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,” the old man’s storytelling style is ___.
(A) short on details (B) thrilling (C) long-winded (D) extremely accurate

D

10. In writing “Celebrated Jumping Frog,” Mark Twain uses ___ in the speech of characters.
(A) broken-up sentences (B) mispronounced words (C) slangy English (D) all of these

B

11. When the storyteller is interrupted and before he returns to begin another story, the narrator decides to ___.
(A) listen more carefully next time (B) escape (C) get comfortable (D) write the story down

D

12. To “The Thinking Machine,” what is the most important element of solving difficult problems?
(A) clues (B) patience (C) mathematics (D) logic

A

13. The personality of The Thinking Machine is best described as ___.
(A) irritable (B) generous (C) patient (D) wicked

B

14. How long does The Thinking Machine have to escape from Cell 13?
(A) one day (B) one week (C) 10 days (D) one month

D

15. The note written in code, the bribery attempts, and the sawing of the bars are all attempts by TTM to ___.
(A) harass guards (B) mock the warden (C) get the guards’ help (D) divert attention from his real escape

B

16. In “Marjorie Daw,” the letters exchanged by the two men start out ___, then get ___.
(A) irritable, friendly (B) relaxed, rushed (C) playful, depressing (D) shorter, longer

B

17. In “The Speckled Band,” when Mrs. Stoner first visits Holmes, all the below choices describe her except ___.
(A) prematurely gray hair (B) nonstop coughing (C) shivering (D) being dressed in black

B
D

18. Which two items does Holmes tell Watson to take along to their visit to the scene of the crime? (Choose two.)
(A) a fireplace poker (B) a revolver (C) a box of matches (D) a toothbrush (E) nose-hair clippers

D

19. Holmes is suspicious of the bell rope in Helen Stoner’s room because ___.
(A) it seems new (B) it doesn’t work (C) the sisters never really needed one

A
C

(D) all of these

20. Holmes notes that a doctor can be a dangerous criminal, because he has ___. (Choose two.)
(A) nerve (B) money (C) knowledge (D) anger

BONUS (+5):

In “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County,” why does “Andrew Jackson” lose a fight?

He can’t hold on to a dog because the dog’s hind legs are missing.

